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Who are we and why are we here?

- Name, department, site
- Why did you pick this session?
What do you hope to get out of our work today?
Objective

● to create a social-emotional exploration of social justice (rename? define?) which is supported and developed through our curriculum
Connections Graphic
Existing Connections Themes

- 6th: cooperation and collaboration
- 7th: developing personal values and integrity
- 8th: community and leadership
What do we value?

https://padlet.com/kloh se/lq4it4ineyl5
Historically Explored Essential Questions

- How does a leader earn respect?
- How will we use our power responsibly?
- How do we expand our privilege to include others?
- How is the outside group viewed and treated?
- How does censorship affect a community?
- Open: [Doc on Essential Questions](#)
Partially Filled Matrix

- What are we already doing?
- Please complete the section for your grade/subject:
  [Partially Filled Matrix](#)
Actionable Next Steps

- What are the next steps?
- When will we next work on them?